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INTRODUCTION
Alan Heary is a high-end performance coach working with many of our most prominent
sports stars and business leaders. He has worked with world champions, Olympians as
well as top professionals instilling winning mindset techniques and mental toughness
strategies for success in sport and business.
Obsessive about what it takes to be a winner and recognised for his mentorship,
entrepreneurial spirit and passion for strategy, Alan is well regarded for his unique style
in incorporating the winning strategies and tactics of his elite sport stars and applying
them to the corporate world.

PURPOSE
To impact the performance of entrepreneurs, business leaders &
their teams by instilling the winner’s mindset
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LEARN
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BIOGRAPHY
Alan is passionate about performance, wellness and
what it takes to be a winner. In sport, Alan is
recognised as one of the top mental fitness trainers
in the world. He has stood in the ring with world
boxing champions, prepared elite athletes for the
Olympics and works regularly with professional
cyclists, golfers and football teams as they prepare
for international competition.
Known as an energetic and fun storyteller, Alan has
been recognised as an audience favourite at many
speaking engagements and is often described as
being straight to the point in an entertaining and
insightful way with his motto “positive thinking is
nice but positive habits create winners”.

Alan’s work with global brands such as Microsoft
focuses on building high performance teams
through shared goals, better communication and
mental toughness.
Alan is well known for his ability to instil extraordinary levels of self-belief, focus and determination in people, helping them control anxiety
levels, distractions and quashing any doubts they
may have.
Alan has completed over 200 speaking engagements using his engaging personality to win over
audiences immediately while provoking new
ways of thinking about performance and wellness. Alan has inspired and engaged audiences of
all sizes with his insights into what it takes to
prepare an elite athlete to compete at the Olympics, what it’s like to stand in the ring alongside
world champion boxers and how he developed
the mental toughness he uses to compete in the
world’s toughest endurance events.

Alan has also been an entrepreneur for the last 25
years. Among other business interests he has owned
his own gym and developed a software company
focused on helping employees manage wellness.
Most recently he has created the ultimate digital
training system for athletes and coaches to achieve a
new level of performance and energy: ‘Going In The
Zone for Sport’.
As a result of the success of ‘Going In The Zone for
Sport’, Alan is publishing ‘Going In The Zone for
Business’ - the ultimate blueprint for entrepreneurs
and business leaders who wish to create the mindset
and habits of winners. Full of engaging stories,
inspiring case studies and practical exercises from
the world’s sporting elite, ‘Going In The Zone for
Business’ is the definitive guide to the application of
sport to business and is much anticipated by Alan’s
clients

SIGNATURE

TALKS

‘My high-intensity Signature Talks are a journey that will push teams to their
limits and unleash performance that they did not know was possible. I personally guarantee that everybody will leave feeling invigorated, empowered, and
better prepared to perform at their best’. - Alan

DEVELOPING A HIGHPERFORMANCE TEAM
Teams can do amazing things when they come
together with shared goals, a clear strategy and
a growth mindset that brings out the best in its
members. In this workshop, team members
learn how high-performance teams work
together to create trust through collaboration,
positive communication and sharing in the
success of individuals, while being open to the
ideas of others.

W O R KS H O P F O C U S :
• Setting team goals and objectives
• Deciding on strategies
• Team profiling and analysis
• Team structure and roles
• Communication
• Team identity and reputation
• Developing cohesion and trust

MENTAL TOUGHNESS,
RESILIENCE AND GRIT
Right now, somewhere in the world there are
people who are pushing themselves to
extremes. Whether they are halfway up Everest, running across a desert or trekking to the
South Pole, they are pushing the limits of
human endurance and testing their bodies to
breaking point. People in the workplace
display mental toughness when they embrace
uncertainty (change), take risks, move on
quickly after mistakes and recognise that failure
is a vital part of greater success. Alan’s
programme demonstrates how you can become
tougher in any environment.

W O R KS H O P F O C U S :
• What mental toughness is
• The mental toughness test
• Resilience and Grit
• Developing confidence and courage
• Taking risks
• Dealing with mistakes
• Dealing with fear of failure and success
facing uncertainty

GOING IN THE ZONE
FOR BUSINESS
The zone is described as ‘the mental state of
operation’, in which a person performing an
activity is fully immersed in a feeling of energised focus, full involvement, and enjoyment
in the process of the activity”. Although the
zone is well known within the sports world, it
is not just something that all sports people can
experience. It can also be achieved in the
workplace. It is when we create our best work
and achieve our peak performance.

W O R KS H O P F O C U S :
• What is the zone?
• Creating the right environment for
flow to happen
• Creating habits that develop flow
• Strategies for greater concentration
• Using visualisation techniques to
enhance flow states
• Finding your natural rhythm to create
and sustain flow

REFUELLING YOUR ENERGY
It is well recognised that managing energy
and not time is the key to a maximising
results, happiness and well-being. In this
workshop Alan teaches you how to balance
and synergise the four quadrants of energy
(Physical, Emotional, Mental, Spiritual).
Discover powerful techniques to manage
emotional energy, while learning how to
recover and revitalise.

W O R KS H O P F O C U S :
• Nutrition to refuel energy
• Exercise benefits and program design
for busy individuals
• The relaxation response and how to
train it
• Mindfulness techniques
• Balancing workload and recovery

THE VIRTUAL TEAM -WORKING REMOTELY
Virtual teams can offer flexibility, increased job
satisfaction, and higher productivity. However,
virtual teams also come with several challenges
which, if not addressed, can undermine goals,
relationships, and team effectiveness. In this
workshop participants discover the best strategies and tactics used to strengthen and enhance
the productivity of the virtual team while
working towards shared goals and creating a
sense of ‘teamship’. Participants learn powerful
ways to build trust with all team members and
to communicate in a way that minimises
misunderstandings.

W O R KS H O P F O C U S :
• The challenges in working within
the virtual team
• Powerful ways to create and sustain
trust with other team members
• Technology tools that support virtual
work
• Discover how different people operate
and how best to collaborate with them
• Balancing workload and recovery

THE WINNER’S MINDSET WHAT BUSINESS LEADERS CAN
LEARN FROM ELITE SPORT
Alan knows all about winning having helped
sports competitors become world champions
and teams go from club players to international
squads, not to mention his own successes in
both sport and business. In this talk, Alan gets
to the heart of success as he shares what makes
winners tick and how they build great teams.
He demonstrates what business leaders can
learn from elite sports competitors and he gives
a blueprint that you can follow immediately to
achieve your goals.

W O R KS H O P F O C U S :
• The five principles of the winning
mindset
• The habits of winners
• Becoming a pro
• Understanding winning
• The power of responsibility
• The difference between losing and
being beaten

ADDITIONAL TOPICS

SOME OF ALAN’S

ALAN HAS
SPOKEN ON

CORPORATE
CLIENTS & TALKS

Becoming a Great Leader

Microsoft – Developing a high performance team
Microsoft – Mental toughness, resilience and grit
Microsoft – Going in the Zone for business
Microsoft – Refuelling your energy
Microsoft – The Virtual Team
Microsoft – The Winner’s Mindset – what we can learn
from elite sports
Uaccount – Developing a high performance team
Anorak – Developing high performance teams
Anorak – Mental toughness, resilience and grit
Anorak – Virtual team –working remotely
Tech Dept – Refuelling your energy
Sheridan Insurance – High performance team
development
Business Networking Institute – The winner’s mindset –
what business leaders can learn from elite sport
Celtic Media Group Business Awards – The winner’s
mindset – what business leaders can learn from elite
sport
PlanetX Ireland – Developing a high performance team
Cycling Ireland Conference – Mental toughness, resil
ience and grit
ISPCC Youth Forum Conference – Mental toughness,
resilience and grit
HSE – High performance team development

The Power of Negative Thinking
Nutrition for Energy
Nutrition for Weight Loss
Nutrition for Performance
Public Speaking with Confidence
Self-Hypnosis Techniques
The Habits of Champions
Strengthening Willpower and Self-Control
Mindfulness training
Setting Goals that energise
The science of visualisation
How to motivate others
Controlling anxiety
How to add an hour to your day
How to get stuff done
Developing concentration
How to create more luck in business, sport and life
Developing a culture of growth mindset
What business teams can learn from sport

ALAN’S WORK HAS TAKEN HIM TO:
CHINA
USA
UK
IRELAND

POLAND
MEXICO
AUSTRALIA
SPAIN

SPORTING PROFILE
•

STEVE COLLINS - WORLD SUPER MIDDLE WEIGHT CHAMPION:
» PREPARATION FOR THREE DEFENCES

•

JOHNNY RUIZ - WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT BOXING CHAMPION:
» PREPARATION FOR WORLD TITLE FIGHT AGAINST EVANDER HOLYFIELD

•

NICK O’HARE - OLYMPIC SWIMMER AND IRISH RECORD HOLDER:
» OLYMPICS PREPARATION

•

CIARAN POWER - OLYMPIC CYCLIST:
» DOUBLE OLYMPIAN, DOUBLE WINNER RÁS

•

ENDA SMYTH - PARALYMPIAN CYCLIST:
» PARALYMPICS PREPARATION

•

DONNCHA CUTTRISS - RACE ACROSS AMERICA, SOLO RIDER:
» THE FIRST IRISH MAN TO FINISH RACE ACROSS AMERICA SOLO. (CREW CHIEF AND PERFORMANCE COACH)

•

KAREN ROBINSON - IRONMAN COMPETITOR

TEAMS
•

MAYO FOOTBALL TEAM

•

ROSCOMMON FOOTBALL TEAM

•

FAI - WORLD CUP TRAINING

•

IRISH OLYMPIC BOBSLEIGH TEAM:
» OLYMPICS PREPARATION

•

RACE ACROSS AMERICA – CREW CHIEF / TEAM PRINCIPAL: LED A TEAM OF FOUR CYCLISTS, WITH SUPPORT CREW OF PHYSIO
THERAPIST, CHEF, SPORT SCIENTIST, COACH AND MANAGER.

•

RACE ACROSS AMERICA – CREW CHIEF / TEAM PRINCIPAL / PARTICIPANT: LED TEAM OF EIGHT CYCLISTS. THE FIRST TIME IN THE
HISTORY OF THE EVENT THAT A TEAM COMPLETED WITH ZERO SUPPORT CREW

•

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF SPORT: SUPPORTING AUSTRALIAN TEAMS TO PREPARE FOR INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION.

EVENT ORGANISER
•

RACE AROUND IRELAND - THE FIRST WORLD CUP ULTRA DISTANCE CYCLE: FOUNDER / CEO

•

WICKLOW 200 – ORGANISER
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TESTIMONIALS
“Alan’s talk was a wake up call to get my mindset in gear. His technique of using
interesting stories to get his points across was not only inspiring but highly
motivating. I strongly recommend you listen to what he has to say”
Vincent Haywood
Founder: VHDigital

“Alan is a very passionate, energetic and inspiring speaker. He certainly motivated
me into action after watching him speak at the mental toughness for business
workshop”
Ian Cleary
Founder: RazorSocial

Ben Dillon
Sales & Marketing

"Alan gave a talk to a group of us at a recent private business workshop. There
were around nine or ten excellent speakers on the day yet Alan's speech was the
one that everyone was talking about afterwards. Alan has an indescribable energy
that lifts the room. Not only is he hugely inspirational and fascinating to listen to
but he gives actionable advice to all attendees. Mental toughness was the topic of
the day and I am already seeing the beneﬁts of following his advice."

“Alan has an unparalleled ability to tap into very simple, practical and controllable
channels of performance. Every time I do a session with him, i take away workable
but challenging sets of tasks that I need to put into actions. His energy is tangible
and his delivery is always controlled, precise and through examples. I always come
Vinny O’Brien away from the sessions feeling purposeful and that is a key difference of Alan over
Freelance eCommerce
other performance coaches, he puts the control back into my hands on my terms. I
Strategic Advisor
love it”
“Alan taught me one simple technique from sports that allowed me to overcome a
challenging problem in my business. I never expected to use sports techniques in
business but this worked a treat! Alan is a strong speaker and tells great stories too
so I recommend him to talk to your business team members”
Aidan Duffy

Oracle Training Provider

“Alan knows everything about getting in the zone; he's a brilliant speaker - a great
storyteller, a great motivator, and a great asset to anyone's team."
Deirdre Hopkins
Director: Irish Film & Television Academy
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LOGISTICS
PAYMENTS
Payment can be made by cheque, PayPal or bank transfer. For details please email payments@ultimateventures.com

TRAVEL / LODGING
Event organisers will cover the costs of flights, transportation and hotel accommodations if required for the speaker.

AV/SOUND/PRESENTATION
The speaker uses PowerPoint on his laptop. He has a
cable converter from laptop to HDMI or projector
outlet if required. • The speaker will be running
videos with audio and requires access to speakers
and a cable to be connected to his laptop for audio.
• At larger venues and audiences (above 40), the
speaker will require a headset or a lava mic. Hand
held mics are a last resort. • The speaker will
conduct sound checks before the speaking engagement.

MEDIA
Please provide the speaker with all social handles for
the event. • The speaker will make himself available
for any interviews or other event promotion as
required. • The speaker will network and interact
with the audience and do any Q&A.
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